PROGRAMME

09:30 Conference registration and tea/coffee
Map Room, Cohen

10:00 Historical geography workshops

I. ‘Loving Historical Geography: enthusiasm as part of the research process’, Hilary Geoghegan (UCL)
Seminar Room A, Cohen

II. ‘Sonic Histories and Aural Geographies’, Kevin Milburn (University of Nottingham/RGS-IBG)
Committee Room, Cohen

11:15 Keynote lecture: ‘Contesting Colonial Rule: politics of exile in the Indian Ocean’, Uma Kothari (University of Manchester)
Lecture Theatre 3, Cohen

12:15 Postgraduate voices: Cheryl McGeachan (University of Glasgow)
Lecture Theatre 3, Cohen

12:45 HGRG dissertation prize winner: Tom Crawford (University of Bristol)
‘Production, Power and Performance in the Atlas Novus of 1645 by W. and J. Blaeu’
Lecture Theatre 3, Cohen

1:00 Lunch
Map Room, Cohen

14:00 Historical geography workshops

I. ‘Loving Historical Geography: enthusiasm as part of the research process’, Hilary Geoghegan (UCL)
Lecture Theatre 1, Cohen

II. ‘Sonic Histories and Aural Geographies’, Kevin Milburn (University of Nottingham/RGS-IBG)
Lecture Theatre 2, Cohen

15:00 Tea/Coffee break
Map Room, Cohen
15:30  Keynote lecture: 'From muscular health to emotional intelligence: historicising governance in mind/body relations', Elizabeth Gagen (University of Hull)
Lecture Theatre 3, Cohen

16:30  Closing comments

This event is open to all. Please note that there will be a small charge of £10, payable on arrival at the conference. To register please return the attached form (by email) to Lucy Veale, the HGRG Conference Officer (lucy.veale@nottingham.ac.uk).